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ABSTRACT

Effective use of screen space and reduction of occlusion are
important for usability. We present a toolkit to help a GUI
manage space and occlusion by visual introspection. Rather
than relying on a GUI’s internal model, our toolkit inspects
a GUI’s visual appearance at the screen pixel level and
computes maps to describe the GUI’s space and occlusion
distribution. Moreover, we compare a GUI’s expected
appearance perceived internally to the actual appearance
seen on the screen for detecting occlusion. We give
examples how a GUI can adapt accordingly, such as
resizing, repositioning, adding and removing components
and borrowing space from outside. We validate the
usefulness of this toolkit with two case studies. First, the
developer of LifeFlow, a visualization tool for temporal
event sequences, used our toolkit to improve the space
utilization of the query interface and the main visualization
interface. Second, our toolkit was used to implement an
automatic text placement extension for JUNG, a popular
open-source network visualization library. From the two
case studies, we drew recommendations to inform potential
users of our toolkit.
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INTRODUCTION

Space and occlusion management is a crucial aspect of
modern graphical user interfaces. Space management refers
to the operation of placing components in a GUI in a way to
effectively and economically use the screen space available
to the GUI [10]. Occlusion management refers to the need
to minimize the overlapping between GUIs so that their
content can be fully visible to users [17]. In the age of
information overloading, there is always more content to
show than there is space to show it on limited screen estate.
Moreover, the needs to manage space and occlusion are
sometimes conflicting. If a GUI is too conservative about
its use of space in fear of introducing occlusion, the
learnability of the GUI may be compromised when the
users are unable to see the controls for the tasks they want
to perform [15]. On the other hand, the more aggressively a

Figure 1. A narcissistic GUI constantly inspects its visual
appearance in order to better manage space and occlusion. 1
GUI uses its available space to display its components, the
more likely these components may occlude each other.
Modern GUIs have incorporated various techniques to
manage limited space and to reduce occlusion while trying
to strike a balance [1,9,16,19].
To manage space and occlusion effectively, a GUI must
understand its space usage and state of occlusion. However,
to achieve this understanding, a GUI often relies on internal
attributes such as width and height provided by the GUI
designer or by the underlying GUI framework. Rarely does
the GUI look at its concrete visual properties as it actually
appears on the screen. The GUI simply assumes that its
space usage and occlusion can be perfectly inferred from its
internal model. This assumption, however convenient, can
be problematic based on three observations:
1. A GUI designer or an automatic layout manager may
exaggerate or underestimate the space requirement of a
component’s visible content. Figure 2 shows a GUI where
each component’s boundary according to a layout manager
(red rectangle) significantly overstates the actual space
occupied by the component’s visible content.
2. A GUI that only checks its internal visibility flag may be
misled into thinking it is always visible to the users. In
many GUI frameworks, a GUI is not notified when another
object jumps to the front and partially occludes its content.
Accordingly to the visibility flag, the GUI may still falsely
believe it is fully visible to the users.

Figure 2. A GUI may overestimate the space usage of its
components if it only relies on the component boundaries
according to the GUI’s internal model (red rectangles).

3. Since a GUI often pays attention only to its internal
attributes, it may show no respect to what is already on the
screen when it appears. If it would simply look around the
screen, the GUI could have adjusted itself to minimize the
occlusion it may cause to the others already on the screen.
We present a toolkit for a GUI to manage its space and
occlusion more effectively through visual introspection.
This toolkit allows a GUI to become narcissistic, constantly
inspecting its own visual appearance to manage space and
occlusion better, as illustrated in Figure 1. Visual
introspection is accomplished by analyzing the screen
pixels directly, the pixels that are actually perceptible to
users. Through visual introspection, a GUI can obtain an
accurate picture of its space usage and occlusion situation.
A GUI can dynamically add, delete, and move its elements
according to available space. It can also search for an empty
spot to fit a component of a specific size or shape (e.g., a
large angled label). Moreover, it can identify the
discrepancy between its internal image and external
appearance to detect possible occlusion.
RELATED WORK

Visual introspection is related to a body of works that seek
to analyze a GUI based on the pixels rendered on the
screen. Pixel analysis has been successfully applied to a
variety of problems including annotation [13], automation
[21], testing [4], reverse-engineering [6], translation [7],
and window layout management [19]. Hybrid approaches
combining pixel analysis and meta-data analysis (e.g.,
Accessibility APIs) have been proposed to help improve the
accuracy in recognizing a user’s click targets [8] and in
interpreting an interface’s text and structure [3]. Our toolkit
also adopts a hybrid approach in that it inspects both
outward and inward images of a GUI better recognize space
and occlusion.
Many space management techniques have been proposed to
deal with limited screen estate. At the desktop level, the
tiled window layout technique is common in modern that
seeks to optimize the use of the desktop space by filling out
the screen with non-overlapping windows arranged as tiles
[10]. At the individual window level, content-preserving

downsizing technique has been proposed to reduce the
space taken up by each window without sacrificing relevant
content in the window [9,11]. For mobile devices, a large
body of work is on intelligent reformatting of web pages to
fit the small screens on these devices, such as by removing
irrelevant content [1] or by hiding redundant rows/columns
in large tables [16]. However, these techniques often
assume perfect knowledge of space availability. In some
cases, there might be enough application-specific metadata
from which a GUI can infer such knowledge. In contrast,
our toolkit offers a general method any GUI application can
use to recognize and manage space and occlusion.
To handle occlusion, the mnemonic memory technique
keeps track of a GUI’s changing state while a GUI is
occluded [2]. When the GUI returns to view, it gives a
quick overview of the changes to the users. Physical
occlusion caused by users’ fingers and hands is another
common problem. Some techniques infer such occlusion
from cursor location [14]. Some detect occlusion by
modeling users’ fingers [18] and hands [17]. Our toolkit
focuses on occlusion caused by GUI elements.
Recently, a window management technique based on pixel
analysis has been proposed [19]. Given a set of windows,
this technique identifies perceptually important regions and
finds the best way to overlap these windows to maximize
the aggregate visibility of important regions. This work is
most related to our toolkit. Here we highlight some of the
major differences. First, rather than system-wide window
positioning at the global level, our toolkit takes a GUIcentric approach, giving each GUI space and occlusion
awareness in the form of a space distribution map and an
occlusion map at the local level. Second, with such
awareness, a GUI can adopt adaptive behaviors such as
resizing or adding/removing content. Third, rather than
using cross-correlation, our toolkit uses an improved
template-matching method based on squared differences
and transparency-aware templates; it is possible to search
empty space of arbitrary shapes (e.g., angled labels) and to
impose stronger occlusion-free constraints.
MANAGING SPACE BY VISUAL INTROSPECTION

Our visual introspection toolkit provides two useful
functions to help a GUI manage its space more effectively.
Using the toolkit, a GUI can (1) obtain a space distribution
map of used and unused space within the GUI or in the
GUI’s surrounding, and (2) search for unused space to fit
the content of an image object (e.g., a label).
Figure 2 illustrates the problem of relying only on a GUI’s
internal model to calculate space and occlusion. The
boundary of each component is marked by a red rectangle.
This boundary is based on the height and width attributes
given by the underlying layout manager. Without looking at
the actual appearance, the GUI has a significantly
exaggerated view of its space usage. In contrast, as
illustrated in Figure 3, were the GUI to visually inspect
itself, it would discover it actually had more free space at its

Figure 4. A rotated label (left) and examples of the three
template choices: (a) a solid rectangle, (b) a binary mask,
and (c) a binary mask with random background noise.
Figure 3. Visual introspection enables a GUI to obtain a more
precise estimate of its available space.

disposal; this GUI could use the space more wisely for
displaying additional and richer components such as
tooltips or image icons.
Computing Space Distribution

The capability to compute the space distribution of a GUI at
run-time is the basis for managing space using visual
introspection. Below is the formal definition of the function
in our toolkit that provides this capability:
M ! ComputeSpace(I): Given an image I of a
GUI, return a space distribution map M that describes the
distribution of used and unused space in the GUI.
Figure 3.b shows an example of a space distribution map.
Ones (bright pixels) correspond to unused space whereas
zeros (dark pixels) correspond to space already claimed by
foreground content. This space distribution map enables a
GUI to see what space has been claimed by its components
and what other space remains available.
To compute a space distribution map of a GUI, we analyze
the GUI’s image and extract the foreground content. We
use a foreground extraction algorithm similar to those used
by a number of pixel analysis works [3,19], an algorithm
that treats textured patterns as important content features.
Optionally, if a GUI’s background color is known, we can
incorporate this color information in the computation.
Ideally, one can explicitly learn a background model for a
specific GUI if training data is available [7]. But we
currently have not included a machine learning approach in
our toolkit and we consider this as possible future work.
Finding a Space that Fits

Our toolkit provides another function to help a GUI find a
space to fit a particular image object. The formal function
definition is given below:
Q ! FindSpace(M,P,I): Given a space
distribution map M, a target location P, and a target image
I, find an empty location Q near the target location that
can fit the content of the target image I
When a GUI wishes to fit an arbitrary image with a
transparency mask, the transparent part of the image does
not need to take up any space. One example is to fit a
angled label (Figure 4.a). However, using a rectangular
template, (Figure 4.b), we would overstate the space

Figure 5. Fitting elements of various shapes and sizes in the
empty space. A naïve method (a) that allocates rectangular
spaces is less economical than our method (b) that takes
transparency into account.

requirement and demand unnecessary space. In Figure 5.a,
a single angled label takes up a large rectangular space,
preventing other similarly sized labels to use the space
nearby. However, using a template with a transparency
mask (Figure 4.c) and normalized cross-correlation as the
similarity metric as in [19], the template-matching
algorithm would look for a location with a similar free vs.
used space distribution. Areas with more free space than
requested would not be returned, even though they can
more than adequately meet the demand.
The solution we use is to create a special template with
random noises in the transparent background. We add
random one’s and zero’s to the transparent area in a
template (Figure 4.d). The matching method is still
normalized square differences. These zero and ones
neutralize the effect of the transparent pixels in the
calculation of the minimum normalized square difference.
Assuming the empty space is smooth, that is, a free pixel is
likely to be adjacent to another free pixel. This technique
works because for any random one in the transparency
mask that matches a free pixel, there’s likely a random zero
pixel nearby that does not match a free pixel. Similarly, for
any random zero in the transparency mask that does not
match a free pixel, there is a random one nearby that does.
The transparent part of the template is expected to match
50% of the pixels anywhere. Their contribution to the

Figure 6. Resizing a container using visual introspection.
From (a) to (b), while the amount of content continues to
increase, the amount of empty space stays constant,
indicating the window can still be enlarged. From (b) to
(c), the amount of content no longer increases, but the
amount empty space begins to increase, indicating that (b)
is the ideal container size for the content.

overall difference score is held constant. Thus, the
minimum difference depends only on the non-transparent
foreground pixels, giving us the desired result (Figure 5.b).
Examples of Space Management Techniques

Our toolkit can greatly simplify the implementation efforts
of many space management techniques. Here we describe
four examples: container-resizing, content-fitting, scrolling,
and space-borrowing.
Container Resizing via Visual Introspection

Visual introspection can help a GUI window resize to an
optimal size for its visible content. Observe that as a
window resizes, the relationship between its content and
empty space tends to change as follows. If content is
smaller than space, as the window grows larger, any extra
space gained tends to be taken up by content. In other
words, the amount of content grows without significant
increase in empty space. For example, in Figure 6, a text
area is embedded in a window. The text is partially visible
because the window is not large enough to display the
entire text. As the window grows larger, it uses the extra
space to display more text. As the window continues to
grow, its total available space may begin to exceed the
space needed by its content; the amount of empty space
begins to increase with no change in the amount of content
displayed. Using visual introspection, this window has an
opportunity to observe this dynamic relationship between
content and space and find the optimal size.
Content Fitting via Visual Introspection

Another way a GUI can use our toolkit is to fit its content
according to available space. Figure 7 gives three examples
how a GUI can dynamically adapt its content to the space it
owns. From left to right, a GUI window is enlarged,
creating more empty space. First, the GUI can decide to
display more elements such as tooltips. Second the GUI can
choose to make its current content bigger to fit the empty
space. Note that our algorithm is able to find the largest
space to fit a non-rectangular icon (i.e., a pencil). Lastly,
the GUI can opt to replace an exiting element with a more
detailed version of the same element that is displayable

Figure 7. Fitting content in available space. Some
possibilities include (a) showing more components of
similar sizes, (b) enlarging a component to fit the extra
space, and (c) making a large component visible.

only when there is enough space. In these examples, the
information of space usage given by the GUI framework is
visualized as a red bounding box. As can be seen, the GUI
is misled into believing it does not have any space available
other than the padding along the border, thus unable to use
the space wisely.
Scrolling via Visual Introspection

The third approach to content-space equilibrium that can
benefit from visual introspection is scrolling. In most GUIs,
whether or not scrollbars are displayed depends on whether
or not the size of the content embedded in a scrollable
container exceeds the size of the container. However, this
strategy can be ineffective when the GUI framework
overestimates the content size. For example, Figure 8.a
shows a document displayed in a scrollable container. The
GUI calculates the content size based on the panel
component that holds the document. However, the panel’s
size is larger than the area occupied by the actual content.
As users make the container smaller, the container may
display scrollbars too prematurely, even though none of the
foreground content is outside the visible area. This can
cause confusion to users. Users may receive the wrong
message that some content is outside the visible area and
they need to scroll in order to see them, even though it is
not the case. In contrast, using visual introspection, a GUI
container is able to obtain an exact estimate of the size of
the visible content. As can be seen in Figure 8.b, the GUI is
able to prevent scrollbars from appearing prematurely as the
container shrinks in size.

Figure 10. Maps describing a GUI’s internal occlusion can
be obtained by summing over the foreground masks of
individual components during the rendering process.

Figure 8. Scrolling by visual introspection. (a) As a GUI
becomes smaller, its internal model may overestimate the
content size, resulting in premature display of scrollbars.
(b) Using visual introspection, the GUI is able to display
scrollbars only when it is truly necessary.

Figure 9. (Top) A long string can overflow to empty space
outside a container if there is space available. (Bottom)
Nothing changes if no space is available.
Borrowing Space from Outside

Lastly, using our toolkit, a GUI can try to borrow space
from outside when there is empty space. Figure 9 gives an
example of how a text field for entering system path can
dynamically grow into the empty space in its surrounding in
order to display a long string. Normally, the GUI has to
grow itself horizontally if it wants to accommodate the
string. However, doing so would result in wasted space in
other rows that do not need any extra space. Using our
toolkit, a GUI can inspect its surrounding and find useable
empty space to borrow and selectively expand itself.
OCCLUSION HANDLING BY VISUAL INTROSPECTION

Our toolkit provides three useful functions for GUIs to
detect and handle occlusion by visual introspection.
Detecting Internal Occlusion

Occlusion can occur internally in a GUI among its child
components when space is tight. Our approach to detecting
internal occlusion is to analyze the rendering process of a
GUI’s individual components. In the beginning of the
rendering process, we create an occlusion map, which is a
single-channel image that has the same size as the GUI.

Every pixel of the occlusion map is initialized to zero.
Then, each time a component is rendered, we compute the
component’s foreground area using the space analysis
algorithm described earlier. For each pixel in the occlusion
map within the foreground area, we increment its value by
one. Thus, if two components occupy the same pixel, this
pixel would be incremented at least twice. Once all the
components are painted, we will obtain an occlusion map
where non-zero pixels indicate areas where at least two
components are overlapping and zero pixels indicate no
overlap. The magnitude will be proportional to the severity
of occlusion. Figure 10 shows a GUI exhibiting varying
degree of internal occlusion while it is being resized and the
corresponding internal occlusion maps. In practice, the
analysis should be performed at the off-screen buffer. This
gives the GUI a chance to detect occlusion and make
necessary adjustments before showing the content to the
users on the screen.
Comparing Expected and Actual Visual Appearance

Another approach to occlusion detection is by comparing a
GUI’s expected appearance with its actual appearance on
the screen. A GUI may have an internal model of what it
expects itself to look like. For example, if a GUI knows it
has five buttons, it would expect to see these buttons on the
screen. However, reality does not always match
expectation. Some of the buttons may not be visible due to
occlusion by another GUI brought to the front.
To help a GUI detect occlusion using this approach, our
toolkit needs the GUI to provide two pieces of information.
First, the GUI needs to provide its own self-image. For
example, in Java Swing, it can be achieved by invoking the
paint method on an image buffer rather than on the screen
buffer. Most modern GUI frameworks provide similar
functionality. Second, a GUI needs to provide its location
on the screen. With these two pieces of information, our
toolkit takes a screenshot at the given location and compare
the screenshot to the self-image provided by the GUI. The
comparison is based on pixel-to-pixel similarity. A high
similarity value of a pixel means the expected appearance
matches the actual appearance at that pixel. If the similarity
value of a pixel is below a certain threshold, we consider
that pixel as occluded. After obtaining a set of occluded

Figure 13. A GUI of nine buttons dynamically rearranges its
layout to adapt to the presence of an occluding object, keeping
all nine components visible.
Pre-display Occlusion Detection

Figure 11. Discrepancy between a window’s self-image seen
internally and the actual image rendered on the screen
provides cues as to what part of the window may be occluded
by others after the window is displayed. Both arrow buttons
are found to be occluded while the OK button is not occluded.

Lastly, our toolkit enables a GUI to detect potential
occlusion when it is about to appear on the screen. Ideally,
a GUI should pay attention to the content already at the
location it is about to appear. Being aware of potential
occlusion, a GUI has a chance to respect the existing
content by making certain adjustments. For example, a GUI
can make itself smaller or move to an emptier space if
possible. Figure 12 illustrates the process of detecting
potential occlusion. (a) The same dialog box in the previous
example is about to show itself. It obtains a self-image and
a screenshot of the area it is about to occupy. (b) Through
visual introspection, this dialog box knows the contentspace distributions of itself and of the screen area it is about
to occupy. (c) By comparing the two distributions, this
dialog box is able to detect the parts of contents that are
overlapping. In this case, it knows one of the green arrow
buttons and the right half of the OK button may potentially
occlude the existing content on the screen.
Adapting to Occlusion

Figure 12. Detecting potential occlusion of existing content.

pixels, we perform connected component analysis to group
these pixels into disjoint components. Finally, as results, we
return a list of bounding boxes to the GUI to indicate
occlusion regions. The GUI can then handle the occlusion
itself or inform its children elements within those bounding
boxes about the occlusion, letting the children handle
occlusion themselves.
Figure 11 gives an example of the occlusion detection
process. The self-image of a dialog box contains two green
arrow buttons and one OK button. However, in the
screenshot taken at the dialog box’s location, the two green
arrow buttons are barely visible. On the right, a difference
map indicates the occluded area. Two disjoint components
are found. Their bounding boxes are visualized in red,
which correspond to the two windows that are occluding
this dialog box.

The ability to detect occlusion allows a GUI to engage in
adaptive behaviors. We describe examples of such
behaviors that can be easily implemented using our toolkit.
Note that similar forms of these behaviors may have
appeared in the literature. Our contribution is to provide a
general and practical approach to the implementation of
these behaviors easily and correctly.
Rearranging Content Around Occlusion

A GUI can rearrange its sub-components around a foreign
object it is occluded by. Figure 13 shows an example based
on a window with 9 buttons fronted by a smaller occluding
window. By comparing its self-image to the actual screen
pixels, this GUI is able to recognize that (1) all of its
buttons are visible, (2) two buttons are occluded, and (3)
four buttons are occluded. In the first case, the GUI is
perfectly satisfied since all of its content can be seen. In the
latter two cases, the GUI is able to detect the presence of
problematic occlusion. The GUI adapts to the occlusion by
rearranging its buttons around the occluding window,
making sure all of its 9 buttons are always visible to users.
Resizing or Repositioning to Avoid Occlusion

A GUI can change its size to avoid occlusion. If a GUI
detects occlusion among its children, it can enlarge to give
more space to its children so that they do not need to
occlude each other. Also, if a GUI is occluding another GUI

Figure 14. Seeing through occlusion. (Left) Content
underneath is made visible with a transparent foreground.
Note that the foreground window is locally transparent.
(Right) content can be seen as opaque pieces of text segments.

nearby, it can try to shrink itself so that it no longer
overlaps with another GUI. Moreover, a GUI can adapt to
occlusion by moving away from occlusion to an emptier
space on the screen. For example, the Find dialog in many
text editors tend to pop up in a default location regardless
whether there is text at the location that will be occluded.
By performing visual introspection, the dialog can
recognize the situation when its appearance may occlude
content. To adapt to the situation, the dialog can move to an
emptier space on the screen.
Seeing Through Occlusion

When a GUI is about to occlude others, it may adapt by
making itself partially transparent, allowing the would-be
occluded content underneath to become visible to users. In
other words, users can see through the occluding GUI and
read the content below. Figure 14 shows two possibilities to
implement this seeing through effect. First, we can make
the GUI above semi-transparent selectively in areas where
it is occluding the content below. Second, we can cut holes
in the GUI above also selectively in its empty space. In the
former case, all the content underneath is visible, whereas
in the latter case, the content underneath is only partially
visible. However, in the latter case, the integrity of the GUI
in the foreground is better preserved.
We acknowledge that the window compositing framework
proposed by Waldner et al. [19] includes similar seeingthrough effects to deal with occluding windows. However,
their approach is system-centric where a global window
manager sets the opacity of every window, whereas our
approach is component-centric where each component
decides independently how it wishes to adapt to occlusion.
IMPLEMENTATION

The public API of our toolkit is implemented as a Java
library. Internally, the image processing module is

Figure 15. LifeFlow [20], a temporal event sequence
visualization tool, is unable to use empty area effectively due
to difficulty in calculating available space.

implemented using OpenCV. The Java Native Interface
(JNI) is used to bridge the public Java library and the image
processing module. This Java library can be included in
existing GUI applications based on Java, as in the two case
studies we will describe next. In the future it is possible to
port our toolkit to other GUI frameworks such as .NET and
Tcl/TK by implementing a similar wrapper around our
image processing module.
VALIDATION BY CASE STUDIES

We validate the usefulness our toolkit by presenting two
case studies of how our toolkit helped LifeFlow [20] and
JUNG [12] improve space and occlusion management.
These two cases represent a large class of GUIs and
software packages that could potentially benefit from our
toolkit in a similar way.
LifeFlow

LifeFlow [20] is a visualization tool for temporal event
sequences written in Java. It has been applied to data
analysis in many domains ranging from electronic health
records, traffic incident logs, usability study logs, and sport
analysis. Currently, the LifeFlow interface tends to leave
significant amount of empty space unused, as illustrated in
Figure 15. A desirable design feature has been to use such
space to display more information such as captions and
tooltips. However, the developer of LifeFlow had not been
able to implement this design feature because it is difficult
to calculate the extent of the empty space due to its
dynamic nature. We worked with LifeFlow’s main
developer to explore the possibility of using our toolkit to
address this need. In the rest of the section, we describe
how the developer of LifeFlow used our toolkit to better
manage space and occlusion in two scenarios: developing a
new query interface and solving a previously unresolved
design issues in the main visualization interface.

(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(c)
(e)

Figure 16. Improving LifeFlow’s query interface. (a) The
original GUI does not have any label. (b) Using our toolkit, it
submits a screenshot of its foreground elements (notice that
gray vertical lines were hidden on purpose) and (c) obtains a
space distribution map. The toolkit also provides a list of
empty locations to place labels, which dynamically change
when space is plenty (d) or tight (e).

(d)

Improving Query Interface

A new feature the developer of LifeFlow is currently
developing is a query-by-example interface for searching
temporal event sequences (Figure 16.a). This interface will
allow users to specify an example of the event sequences
they are looking by placing a row of color-coded triangles
along the temporal axis. Each color represents a unique
event type. The developer wanted to add labels to improve
the readability of the query and had previously tried to
place them at an offset from each symbol. However, it was
difficult to calculate the right offset to prevent the labels
from overlapping with each other and with event symbols.
Using our toolkit, the developer of LifeFlow needed to
specify three parameters: the dimension of a label, an
anchor point for the label (i.e., the location of a triangle
symbol) and a screenshot of the GUI. The toolkit analyzes
the GUI’s space distribution (Figure 16.c) and locates an
empty space near the anchor point to fit the label, while
making sure it will not overlap with other labels. Using the
information provided by the toolkit, LifeFlow is able to
render the labels correctly (Figure 16.d and 16.e), helping
users understand the meaning of each triangle symbol.
Normally, our toolkit treats all visible components as
foreground and seeks to avoid them when looking for an
empty space. However, in this query interface, some visible
components are less important and can be painted over,
such as the gray vertical lines shown to indicate the time
scale. It would be desirable to ignore these unimportant
components during visual introspection. The developer of

(e)

Figure 17. Improving LifeFlow’s main visualization. (a) Before
using our toolkit (b) The screenshot sent to the toolkit –Notice
that the faded bar were hidden. (c) After using our toolkit, the
labels are added to the empty space in the visualization. (d)
With more visual components turned on, the toolkit can adjust
label positions. (e) The label positions are also adjusted after
the visualization is stretched (zoom).

LifeFlow accomplished this by rendering a reduced version
of the query interface (without the vertical lines) to an offscreen buffer (Figure 16.b). In this off-screen buffer, rather
than seeing a space fragmented by vertical lines, our toolkit
saw a contiguous space and was able to suggest label
locations as desired by LifeFlow’s developer as if those
vertical lines never exist.
Improving LifeFlow Visualization

Encouraged by the successful application of our toolkit to
the query interface, the developer of LifeFlow started to
make improvement to the main LifeFlow visualization
interface (Figure 17.a). Currently, when a user places a
mouse cursor on an event (visualized as a colored bar), the
event sequence (visualized as an array of bars with different

colors) from the beginning to that event is highlighted.
Captions are provided in a side-panel to help users to
interpret the event type represented by each color. Some
users found it difficult to go back and forth between the
side-panel and the visualization window in order to read the
color captions; they would like the captions to be close to
the colored bars. However, previously the developer had
tried but failed to come up with a solution to place the
captions correctly. The developer attributed this failure to
the dynamic nature of the visualization, as users frequently
zoom in/out and turn on/off various visual elements; it is
too difficult to account for every situation a caption might
accidentally overwrite important information. Using our
toolkit, the developer of LifeFlow was able to revisit this
previously unresolved usability issue. The developer’s only
responsibility is to construct an image showing the content
that should not be overridden (Figure 17.b). The toolkit
helps identify locations captions can be placed (Figure
17.c). If users turn on some visual elements, such as a ruler,
no new conditional logic is needed to handle them. The
developer simply applies the same procedure to reposition
the captions (Figure 17.d). Similarly, if the user changes the
zoom level, no special scaling logic is needed to update the
caption locations (Figure 17.e).
Informal Feedback from LifeFlow Users

The developer conducted an informal interview with 10
users, which he demonstrated the new labeling features and
asked for feedback. All responses about the labels are
positive. The users mentioned that they could interpret the
visualization easier with the new labels. One of the users
commented that the labels are placed naturally in the
positions where he would place them similarly by hand for
his screenshots.
JUNG

JUNG is a popular open-source Java library that provides a
common and extendible framework for the modeling,
analysis, and visualization of data that can be represented as
a graph or network. Dozens of software and research
projects are based on JUNG. A common need of network
visualization is label placement, rendering meaningful
labels to identify and explain certain elements and features
of a network. Label placement generally takes place near
the final stage of the visualization pipeline, typically after
the nodes and edges are rendered. It is desirable to place
labels without overriding existing nodes and edges while
keeping the labels large and clear enough for users to read
on a computer screen or on a printed page.
Currently, JUNG offers a set of rudimentary functions for
label placement, based on relative positions to target nodes.
It makes no attempt to avoid occlusion. Complex modelbased algorithms have been proposed for automatic label
placement for cartography [5] and implemented by some
commercial network visualization packages (e.g., yWorks).
However, these algorithms assume all visual elements of a
network (nodes, edges, labels) conform to a limited set of

Figure 18. Extending the label placement functions of JUNG
[12] using our toolkit. Labels of any shape (e.g., angled labels)
are automatically placed without occluding existing nodes and
edges. However, some links connecting the labels to nodes may
inadvertently occlude parts of the graph. Our toolkit helps
detect such occlusion and enables the GUI to highlight the
problematic spots (green) for manual adjustment.

geometric models (e.g., rectangle, lines, circles) so that it is
possible to analytically determine whether these elements
overlap. Using our toolkit, we were able to implement an
extension for JUNG to perform automatic occlusion-free
label placement. Users of this extension do not need to
specify the geometry of a label; they only need to provide
the label’s image and our toolkit can discover the geometry
automatically.
Figure 18 shows a network rendered by JUNG using the
label-placement extension implemented using our toolkit.
As can be seen, a large number of oriented labels are
successfully placed in the empty area of the graph.
After rendering labels, it is desirable to draw links to
connect these labels to their target nodes. Even thought the
labels are occlusion free with respect to exiting nodes and
edges, these links might introduce new occlusion as they
cross each other or other labels. Using the occlusion
detection function of our toolkit, it is possible to detect this
type of occlusion. The extension then makes a modest
attempt to resolve the issue automatically. It removes the
labels that have problematic links, reorders them randomly,
finds space for them in the new order, and checks if the
amount of occlusion reduces. Often, a better solution can be
obtained after a few such attempts. If not, the extension
reports the problematic labels. The GUI can highlight them
and request user intervention. In Figure 18, such labels are
highlighted in green to draw users attention to them.
Without automatic occlusion detection, users would have to
manually examine everywhere in the graph if they want to
make the graph is occlusion free.
When a network is dense and the available canvas is small,
it can be impossible to fit every label without incurring
occlusion. Some labels are bound to partially occlude

certain edges or nodes. Similarly to above, the extension
reports these labels so that a GUI can highlight these nodes
in a different color to draw users’ attention. Users can
decide whether to hide them.
DISCUSSION

From the experience of working with the developer of
LifeFlow and implementing an extension for JUNG, we had
learned several lessons that can serve as recommendations
for GUI developers who wish to use our toolkit.
Performance implication. The developer of LifeFlow was
initially hesitant in using our toolkit due to concerns over
the extra computation cost of image processing. To address
these concerns, we helped the developer run experiments on
manually captured images of the LifeFlow interface and
showed the running time was negligible. Indeed, the
features eventually implemented by LifeFlow’s developer
using our toolkit do not exhibit noticeable difference in
performance (see our submission video). Also, further
performance gain was obtained by applying our toolkit only
to the relevant areas on the interface instead of the whole
interface. From this experience, we recommend users of our
toolkit should be aware of the performance implication and
test with static screenshots first to check if the projected
computation cost is acceptable.
Debugging. When our toolkit does not deliver the desired
results, the space and occlusion maps were useful for
identifying the source of the problem. In the debug mode,
these maps are written to the disk as log. It was through
examining these maps the developer of LifeFlow realized
that the vertical lines in the query interface were treated by
our toolkit as foreground. This realization motivated the
developer of LifeFlow to hide the vertical lines from our
toolkit in order to place labels on top of these lines.
Textured background. By default, our toolkit assumes any
textured content is important foreground and everything
else is empty background. While valid in some cases, this
assumption can be violated if the background is
intentionally textured, such as a desktop background image.
In such case, our toolkit will not be able to find any empty
space. This is a limitation the users of our toolkit should be
aware of. One solution is to temporarily hide the textured
background during space and occlusion analysis.
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